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ABSTARCT 

GF (2
m
) multiplier is one of the arithmetic operation, which have more number of applications and domains, in 

that cryptography is the main application. One of the most popular cryptographic applications is GF (2
m
) 

multiplier unit. ECC (elliptic curve cryptography) is also one of the cryptographic application it is having finite 

field extension to perform the operations in a system. In the finite field all the operations are represented in the 

form of sequences so this effects on the performance of area, speed, efficiency of the ECC system. The proposed 

paper contains modified structure of large number (160-600) efficient GF (2
m
) modular multiplier, which 

increases the area-speed efficiency of the proposed design. For this we required combination of bit-parallel and 

bit-serial process if input variables. The proposed design is represented as a modular since no need to design 

again the required design if any changes in field side. In this we are representing two FPGA architectures, the 

proposed GF(2
m
)architecture  modular block and the multiplier article details, which effects on speed, area and 

how its parameters scale for different types of field sizes.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Finite field multipliers features are advantageous in its various domains: in computational biology and in 

commutative algebra, in the digital signal processing but mainly they serve on information theory (error 

correcting codes) and also in cryptography-security. Our attentiveness deceptions in the elliptic curve of 

security/crypto (ECC) applications and the solutions dedicated to reconfigurable of hardware (FPGA). There are 

two different types of finite fields used in ECC: prime fields GF(p) and the binary finite fields of extensions 

GF(2m). In our research scenario we focus on GF(2m) as those fields are to seem more suitable for hardware 

solutions. The Cryptographic applications are the one very demanding. They require the operations on large 

numbers, and the high efficiency in terms of high speed and area of the operators. In our research, we consider 

the ECC systems with parameters and defined in cryptographic standards, and issued e.g. by NIST. However, 

this paper, demonstrate a multiplier architecture, in which the modular can be easily rebuilt for the field sizes 

other than recommended by the NIST. The smallest all possible GF (2m) multiplier, which can be built by 
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basing on the proposition is a 16-bit multiplier. The work of the paper implies some history related on binary 

finite fields which is regarding construction of multipliers. The multiplication in this area in Section-2. In 

Section-3 area, Galois Field (2m), many algorithms on multiplications are modified which we base on the 

proposed modern architecture of the multiplier are introduced. In Section IV, area we present the detailed 

description of elaborated architecture and in area Section V. The detail and analyze obtained implementation 

results are showing how they are scaled for other field sizes. 

 

II. MULTIPLICATION IN THE BINARY FINITE FIELD EXTENSIONS 

 

Multiplication in the finite field is regarded as the complex operation. It requires reduction of modulo specific 

irreducible polynomial and in the cryptographic applications it requires the operating on large numbers. Then, 

additionally, due to the fact that we operate in the specific field we can’t refer, in order to handle speed of the 

requirements of Galois field, expert in built-in hardware multiplier units. A complexity of finite field multiplier 

of architecture depends mostly on parameters of this field. Those parameters are the, representation of the 

elements of the field on basis, field size m and the irreducible polynomial f(x) generating the field. Hence, the 

other commonly used bases are the normal bases and the dual basis. Due to the fact that proposed multipliers we 

should serve ECC applications, and the other two parameters (field size m and the irreducible polynomial f(x)), 

are the chosen regarding ECC standards. The most recent values that are presented in Table I. 

 

Table : NIST recommended GF(2
m

) architecture 

 

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

 

Fig: The proposed architecture of GF(2
233

) multiplier 
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This paper presents the architecture implementation. This architecture was derived for m = 233, the field size we 

have chosen as an exemplary one. For such m we have assumed partitioning b into 16-bit words. With such 

partitioning we have to perform dm/16e ab[i] operations before obtaining the final product. Generally the 

architecture consists of two blocks: 233×16-bit multiplier block and block containing Exoring logic. The sub-

multiplier block performs ab[i] operation. To perform dm/16e operations it requires dm/16e×Tmult233×16 

cycles, where Tmult233×16 is the delay introduced by the 233×16 multiplier block. The fetching of consecutive 

words of vector b is controlled by a simple shift register.  

The multiplier gives 248-bit partial results (233 + 16 − 1 = 248). Each 248- bit output of the multiplier is fetched 

to a block containing network of the XOR gates, which produces the final 464-bit (2m−1) result d. The sub-

multiplier comprises AND and the XOR logic unit. The AND logic “multiplies” every bit of vector b by 16-bit 

word of and then it fetches the result to aExoring logic block, this is which is responsible for combining all the 

partial results into final 30-bit output. So, finally, all 30-bit outputs are to be merged to provide the result of the 

operation. The given general architecture of 233×16-bit multiplier block is utilizing combinatorial logic sub 

blocks is presented in Figure 4. In this architecture, we have process both 16-bit words a[k], b[i] in the bit 

parallel manner, thus here Tmult16×16 = 1, is the means that we have to gain on speed of the solution. Every 

combinatorial 16×16-bit sub-multiplier it implements parallels in the following equations: 
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IV. SYNTHESIS AND SIMUALTION RESULTS 

 

In this paper we aimed to design 233*233 multiplier in galios field. The proposed implementation  wass 

designed using verilog HDL and it is synthesiszed in XILINX 13.2 ISE. The synthesis results which are giving 

fpga mapped results of the multiplier. The synthesis results providing betterment in area propogation delay as 

compared with the 233*16 multiplier. The 233*16 multiplier will take much number of cycles due to less 

bitwidth but the propoese design have better performance  in output. The synthesize and simualation results as 

follows: 

Top Level schematic block: 

 

Second level schematic block: 
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Synthesis results: 

 

 

Fig: Synthesis results 

Simulation results: 

 

Fig: Simulation results 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In this project we have designed 233*233 Galois field multiplier using with Verilog HDL, synthesis and 

simulation can be done by using XILINX 13.2 ISE simulator. It have better performance in area speed and 

power comparing with existing multiplier 
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